
CoDependency 
No More
You will delve into your
attachment hurdles to recognize
behaviors that don’t serve and
tricks to keep you autonomous.

Having Hard 
Conversations
Exercises & worksheets will be
gone over to understand how your
communication styles and practice
affects your life outcomes.

1-1 COACHING

1.5 HOURS
Take Inventory
The First Session is where you
decide where you want to focus
your ATTENTION.

Containerize
This session will be focused on
getting your personal practice into
a consistent habit.

Ritual
Instilling wonder, spirit, & fun will
help keep you excited and
interested in the journey.

Visualizing 
This session will be honing your
visualization practice to serve
each step toward your growth.

Affirmation
You will go over the last weeks
progress in how you talk to
yourself & WHO YOU WANT TO
BE NOW!
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Care Package
You will find ways to self sooth
and care for yourself that will
serve to move you through
hurdles with grace!

41 HOUR
End of the
1 Month Package 

Your Why
We will tackle your WHY so that it
keeps you Remembering and
feeling on Purpose motivating you 
to keep on going.

61 HOUR

Embodiment
Getting into the body and
understanding it is the key to your
inner knowing will serve to be a
great tool for walking your talk.

81 HOUR

Consent & Boundaries
A very intense learning session
where you will go through
consent exercises to help reveal
boundaries around your focus.

101 HOUR
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Feeling Amazing in
Your Skin
Putting it all together, you will see
how your energy, emotions, and
thinking can create magical events
that allow what you want to
gravitate to you.

121 HOUR

L i f e  C o a c h i n g

End of the
3 Month Package 

1 WEEK BREAK

1 WEEK BREAK

1 WEEK BREAK

End of The Confidence Tool Kit

End of The Manifesting Magic Manual



habits

The 
Process

focus

COMING OUT

purpose

autonomy

authenticity

belonging

Finding our focus and directing ourselves in actions
toward that is the foundation of my work and starts

off the Confidence Tool Kit.

Learning what makes you do things and how to set
up your environment, time, and reminders to help

you be consistent toward your focus is key in
knowing yourself.

Our purpose drives us to continue even when it’s
hard and is crucial part in the Confidence Tool Kit
that will help you pick yourself up when you are

down and have to start again.

Gaining agency over our lives is closely tied to how
well we nurture ourselves. Without understanding

how to self-soothe and regain inner peace, external
distractions can drown out our voice, making it

difficult to stay centered and focused.

Authenticity, a crucial component of the Manifesting
Magic Manual, entails knowing ourselves and acting
accordingly. It involves taking what you've learned

from the Confidence Tool Kit to be honest and
vulnerable, thereby fostering genuine connections.

The Magnetic Smile Guide to Connection
takes all that you’ve learned and adds specific actions that
will help you move from alone and disconnected to many

loving supportive relationships.

L i f e  C o a c h i n g


